The eos.mobilitySuite
Mobile is the future and we have embraced that
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a full-fledged mobility app and to secure customer

and solutions for mobile devices such as smart-
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app now also shows complementary mobility ser-

societies face rapidly changing mobility demands.
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The importance of owning a car as a means of
transport or as a status symbol, for example, is in
constant decline.
People nowadays make greater use of transport
on-demand where, in addition to public transport,
there is a growing proportion of other mobility services such as car sharing, car rental, taxi services,
bike sharing etc. As a transport company, we have
to meet these new requirements.
Besides

timetable
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systems

like

HAFAS, EFA and GEOFOX®, via eos.mobility, the
eos.fahrinfoApp is linked to providers such as car2go, DriveNow, Europcar or mytaxi. This combination provides a wide range of mobility services for

taxi services and many more. This way, customers

provides passengers with advice during their

can immediately see the best services provided

journey, by enabling indoor navigation at stops

for the selected route and use the app to book

or by developing new ticketing concepts such as

them. Such additional mobility offers should, ho-

Check-In/Be-Out systems.

wever, not be regarded as competition, but rather
as a useful addition to the portfolio of transport
companies. The result is a real “door-to-door experience” for customers.

Benefits for passengers

We also plan to make the use of apps on smart-

Integrates and displays different

phones and wearables even easier, for examp-

mobility services

le by improving voice control to enter timetable

All-in-one solution through its connection to

data, by creating a virtual travel companion that

eos.fahrinfo and eos.mobileShop
Booking of car2go vehicles or city bikes
Offers the option to order a taxi or a rental car
Simplifies travelling through door-to-door
information and navigation
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